Introduction

60
The early studies linking K + channels to cell proliferation were carried on T lymphocytes in the 61 early 80´s (49). Since then, K + channels have been identified as important contributors to cell 62 proliferation both in normal and cancerous cells (158, 170) . K + channels are important for setting 63 the resting membrane potential (V M ) and the driving force for Ca 2+ influx, and both mechanisms 64 contribute in many different ways to cell cycle progression (118). In addition, both are decisive 65 for volume regulation of growing cells (92). Finally, it is increasingly recognized that K + channels 66 can control cell proliferation through other signaling mechanisms independent of ion fluxes (71, 67 80). Their functional flexibility together with their location at the plasma membrane makes them 68 suitable for coordinating multiple signaling pathways, integrating intra and extracellular signals. for native T-cell currents, due to the modulatory effect of accessory Kvβ2 subunits (1, 109). 141
These biophysical properties determine a small range of voltages at which there is a finite 142 probability that Kv1.3 channels are open and not inactivated (i.e. the window current region). In 143 T-cells, this region overlaps with resting V M , allowing its effective control by Kv1.3 currents (86, 144 120). 145 Kv1 .3 activation time course is fast (a few milliseconds) whereas the inactivation time constant 146 is much larger, ~200 ms at +50 mV (122). Kv1.3 channels inactivate with the slow C-type 147 inactivation, caused by the rearrangement of the outer mouth of the permeation pathway (38, 148 76, 103, 138). C-type inactivation is sensitive to extracellular medium composition: it is slowed 149 by elevated extracellular K + , and, in the case of Kv1.3, is also slowed at acidic pH e (98, 147) . 150
These changes are profound, and Kv1.3 channels require a considerable time to reopen again, 151 exhibiting a remarkable cumulative inactivation (100, 123, 138). Many of these biophysical and 152 kinetic properties are relevant for the modulation of firing patterns in excitable cells. However, 153 their possible role shaping membrane potential in non excitable cells remains to be elucidated. 154
In any case, it is clear that due to these distinct properties, replacement of Kv1.3 channels for 155
other Kv1 channels will impact resting V M also in non excitable cells (see below). 156
Kv1.3 pharmacology
peptides bind tightly into the external vestibule of the channels with 1:1 toxin-channel 175 stoichiometry, occluding the permeation pathway (review in 107, 151). Altogether, they 176 constitute a large pharmacological armamentarium to target Kv channels with high potency and 177 specificity (173). 178
The first small molecules that were used to pharmacologically identify K + channels were the 179 classic Kv channel inhibitors 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) and TEA, and the Ca 2+ of the "inside to out" mechanism. A physical link between Kv1.3 channels and β1 integrins has 225 also been found in melanoma cells (4). The "outside to in" signaling (integrin activation 226 modulates ion channel) has been recently described for hERG channels (9). In fact, when 227 associated with integrins, ion channels function becomes bidirectional as well. These reciprocal 228 regulatory interactions can rely on subtle structural rearrangements (as voltage-dependent 229 conformational changes), driving a change that mechanically propagates across the bilayer. K + 230 channels response to changes in transmembrane potential includes changes in the location and 231 the coupling of cytoplasmic loops and helices. As there is a tight coupling between the lipid 232 environment and the conformation of the protein, these changes can affect the conformation of 233 other proteins in the same lipid raft. In these cases neither a stable physical association nor ion 234 fluxes will be required for the coupling between the channel protein and the integrin receptor (3, 235
63). 236
Cortactin is a F-actin binding protein that upon phosphorylation-mediated activation promotes 237 polymerization and rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton. Cortactin is a cytoplasmic protein 238
with an amino-terminal acidic region followed by 6.5 tandem repeats responsible for F-actin 239 binding (58) and a carboxy-terminal proline-rich region with several phosphorylation sites and a 240 anchoring the channel to the membrane. These complexes present some clear advantages, 293 including the increased efficiency of the enzymatic reactions (as both the substrate and the 294 effector have a restricted diffusion), the compartmentalization that may be essential for 295 determining specificity in the signaling pathways and the increasing speed that can be 296 necessary for the transmission of the signals that regulate some channels. 297
Kv1.3 channels and proliferation
298
The immune system 299 T lymphocytes. Long before the molecular nature of ion channels was unraveled, Kv1.3 300 currents were described and functionally characterized in T-cells (25). Also in this preparation a 301 role of Kv1.3 channels in mitogenesis was proposed for the first time (49). Thus, it is not 302 surprising that most of our knowledge regarding the kinetic and pharmacological properties of 303 Meanwhile, IP3 production evokes a biphasic increase in [Ca 2+ ] i by releasing it from intracellular 314 stores and by activating a sustained Ca 2+ entry through "Calcium Release-Activated Ca The nervous system cells undergo proliferation in response to physiological or pathological cues, and a role for Kv1.3 363 channels has been proposed in this response. 364
Astrocytes. While initially they were considered only as gap fillers among neurons, astrocytes 365 are now thought to play a number of active roles in the brain, including transmitter uptake and 366 release, blood flow regulation, maintenance of an appropriate neuronal environment, 367 modulation of synaptic transmission and nervous system repair (2). They respond to insults 368 through a process named reactive astrogliosis, which is a pathological hallmark of CNS 369 structural lesions. However, the contribution of astrocyte proliferation to reactive astrogliosis is 370 controversial. In healthy CNS tissue, astrocyte turnover is very low. Few actively dividing 371 reactive astrocytes can be found after brain injury, and their source is not well established (7). In the second hypothesis, the important signal contributing to proliferation will be K + efflux upon 489
Kv channel activation. Although the mechanism is not well described, cell proliferation is 490 influenced by cell volume, which is in turn dependent of ion and water fluxes (reviewed in 72, 491 90). A bell-shaped relationship between cell proliferation and volume has been defined 492 experimentally, indicating that proliferation is optimal within a cell volume window. This model 493 could describe any change in rate of proliferation, suggesting a phenomenological correlation 494 between cell volume and division. In this context, the cell volume increases upon K + channels 495 inhibition will be the mechanism responsible for decreased proliferation (53). 496
The contribution of Kv1.3 (and KCa3.1) channels to T-cell mediated activation and proliferation 497 is related to its prominent role controlling V M and indirectly, Ca 2+ driving force (Figure 2 ). The 498 contribution of these channels to resting V M will vary depending on the T-cell subtype and on its 499 activation state (see above). The voltage-dependence of activation and inactivation of Kv1.3 500 determines a membrane potential window at which the ion channels are active, while KCa3.1 501 channels are mostly silent at rest. This, together with the high input resistance of the membrane 502 of unstimulated T-cells allows effective V M control by a reduced number of channels with the 503 resting conductance dominated by Kv1.3 channels (156, reviewed in (23, 122). 504
Control of V M does not require a particular spatial distribution of channels in the membrane of T 505 cells. However, Kv1.3, KCa3.1 and CRAC channels are recruited to the immunological synapse 506 during antigen presentation (115, 116, 124, 136) which most likely provides additional signaling 507 functions. Concentration of CRAC channels will produce a high localized [Ca 2+ ] i within 508 nanodomains close to the APC, which can trigger localized Ca 2+ binding or activation of 509 enzymes or other signaling proteins. As mitochondria also accumulate in the subsynaptic 510 region, they remove Ca 2+ and contribute to maintain CRAC current. 
521
In addition to allowing ion permeation, ion channels can also have non-conducting functions that 522 enable them to interact with cell signaling pathways and directly regulate biochemical events 523 (80). Certain types of ion channels such as the transient receptor potential channels (TRPs) are 524 truly bifunctional proteins, with protein kinase domains in their cytosolic domains (139). 525
Although no enzymatic activity has been described for the Kvα subunits, such activity could be 526 present on the associated molecules within the channelosome. In fact, the macromolecular 527 complex includes accessory subunits such as Kvβ, that show enzymatic activity (66). Therefore, 528 the proteins within these complexes may contribute to this double life of Kv channels by 529 transducing voltage-dependent conformational changes into cytoplasmic or nuclear signals 530 affecting proliferation. The studies dissecting the contribution to the cell cycle of either 531 conducting or non-conducting properties of Kv channels are scarce. As mentioned, it is now 532 widely recognized that even though ion fluxes through the channel can also participate in this 533 response, the final outcome is the triggering of a signaling pathway that other types of channels 534 with similar electrical properties cannot recapitulate (80, 95). 535
The effect of Kv1.3 on proliferation in native cells was reproduced upon heterologous 536 expression in HEK293 (40). Moreover, while Kv1.3 increases HEK proliferation, Kv1.5 has the 537 opposite effect. These antagonistic effects give support to the idea that concurrent changes in 538 the expression of these two channels in the native systems (discussed below) are in fact a 539 requirement for the functional changes associated with dedifferentiation and proliferation. These 540 observations also widened the possibilities for exploring the mechanism through which Kv1.3 541 increases proliferation. Several extreme Kv1.3 mutant channels have been used to determine 542 the role of permeation, voltage sensor and channel location on proliferation. Non-conducting 543 mutants induced proliferation to the same extent than WT channels. However, the effect was 544 lost in voltage-insensitive channels or channels not expressed at the plasma membrane (40) The opposite effect of Kv1.3 and Kv1.5 on HEK proliferation provided a useful tool to scrutinize 582 the molecular determinants of Kv1.3-induced proliferation. Kv1.3-Kv1.5 chimeras indicate that 583 these molecular determinants located exclusively on Kv1.3 C-terminus (78). Alanine mutation of 584 consensus phosphorylation residues showed that Kv1.3-induced proliferation was fully 585 abolished by three point mutations, two of them located in a short region near the S6 helix (the 586 YS-segment). Remarkably, YS segment recapitulates Kv1.3-induced proliferation in a Kv1.5 587 backbone, but only at one specific location. Altogether, it seems that voltage-induced 588 conformational changes of Kv1.3 channels regulated the accessibility of these phosphorylation 589 sites, which function as specific docking sites to activate proliferation signaling cascades.these animals show profound effects on development that are not seen in the absence of other 596 ion channels that are also expressed in olfactory neurons such as Kv3.1 (73). Kv1.3 channel 597 seems to be a central signalling molecule as it appears unlikely that these effects of Kv1.3 598 absence can be attributed simply to changes in membrane excitability. Nevertheless, it is 599 conceivable that the complete absence of a channel protein will lead to a drastic reorganization 600 of the associated proteins, including modulatory subunits, scaffolds, receptors or cytoskeletal 601 elements. They all can participate in Kv1.3 signaling, and for many of them such roles have 602 been described. Additionally, changes in the distribution, the location or the association 603 between Kv1.3 and some of these interacting proteins may contribute to the proliferative 604 responses. To explore these aspects it is useful to study systems where cells switch from 605 quiescent to proliferative phenotypes. Activation of proliferation in normally post-mitotic cells can 606 be particularly useful to explore the underlying mechanisms, because as shown for microglia 607 activation, they do not necessarily recapitulate the normal "in vivo" switch during early postnatal 608 development (88). 609
With the notable exception of T-cells, in all the systems described so far cells express other Kv1 610 channels, whose expression is also remodeled upon activation and/or proliferation (42, 83, 149, 611 159). Notably, associated changes in Kv1.5 channels (often decreased expression) accompany 612
Kv1.3 upregulation in proliferative cells. This is the case in OPCs (5), in microglial cells (88) and 613
VSMCs (40, 41). The relative amount of homo or heterotetrametric Kv1 channels could be 614 relevant. In fact, a very attractive hypothesis is that the master switch determining Kv1 effect on 615 proliferation is not the upregulation of Kv1.3 channels but the control of the Kv1.3 to Kv1.5 ratio. 616
In most VSMCs preparations, PM does not change the expression of Kv1.3 mRNA (41, 43). 617
However, all other Kv1.x mRNA decreased upon proliferation. This decrease is particularly 618 drastic for Kv1.5, which changes from being the most abundant Kv1 transcript in quiescent cells 619 to almost disappear in proliferating cells (40, 42) . 620
The implications for cell proliferation will be different depending on whether the response 621 depends upon Kv1.3 conformational changes or whether Kv1-mediated fluxes are also 622 necessary. Biophysical implications of a switch from Kv1.5 to Kv1.3 current include their 623 different voltage dependencies. The resulting window currents will determine the ability of the 624 cells to oppose both brief and long depolarization influences resulting from activation of other 625 receptor or channels (39, 82, 113, 140) . Lack of C-type and cumulative inactivation in Kv1.5 will 626 result in an increased channel availability after repetitive stimulations. Also, if Kv1.3 and Kv1.5 627 have also roles in proliferation beyond their K + permeability, both channels might be subject to 628 different regulations depending on their location and their associated proteins. 629 with other scaffolds, enzymes or receptors will be hindered in the multimeric channel (Figure 4) . 
